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Maria Bartolotti ACCI, FCCI is the owner-
manager of New Concept Management Inc. She 
has developed a strong reputation for rendering 
timely and e�  cient services to the condominium 
industry. Maria believes that her company’s success 
hinges on her hands-on approach to condominium 
management as well as maintaining open lines of 
communications with her clientele. Maria is actively 
involved in her industry. For more information, visit 
www.newconceptmanagement.com

Micro condos used to be primarily found 
in the hip inner city communities of East 
Village and the Beltline (N3 by Knights-
bridge, INK by Battistella Developments, 
for example, both in East Village), but 
lately, you can even find these smaller 
suites in the suburban communities (My 
Legacy Park in Legacy, Regatta in Auburn 
Bay offer these trendy suites).

It all depends on what location fits your 
lifestyle, but there is an abundance of these 
micro suites that you can find, targeted at 
the minimalist, millennial lifestyle. Some of 
these buyers reason that they live their lives 
in the neighbourhood around them rather 
than in the home — in a sense, their condo 
is just a crash pad.

Prices vary widely depending on the loca-

Q: Dear Maria; I just recently 
graduated from university and 

have a job lined up in the downtown 
and I am thinking of buying my first 
condo. Is there anything you can 
recommend? 

A:If your following the real estate 
market, then you know that housing 

costs in Canada have not slowed down, in 
fact, your average detached home has gone 
up in price. Which means those who are 
looking to buy into the market are limited 
in what they can afford. And a single-fami-
ly detached home is probably out of reach.

For new homebuyers, micro condos are a 
great option.

Micro condos or as some call them 
“smart condos” are typically described as 
an “open concept design” usually with one 
bedroom (some have space for two. Your 
kitchen, dining and living area are in one 
space. Meaning, pretty much everything 
you do is in that one space.

So, what if you were given the option to 
purchase a “mini” condo about 400 square-
feet of space (that’s the size of roughly two 
parking spaces) would you do it? 

It’s not unheard of in today’s world for 
individuals to adopt a more minimalist atti-
tude. It seems that more people are willing 
to make the sacrifice for less personal space 
in favour of more communal space. 

Editor’s note: Maria Bartolotti is a board member of the Canadian Condominium 
Institute – Southern Alberta chapter (CCI-SA). CCI represents all participants in 
the condominium community.

tion, but they can range from the high 
$100,000s in the suburbs and around the 
$300,000 mark nearer the downtown.

Micro condos are great for those indi-
viduals looking for affordability with less 
maintenance, giving them more time to focus 
on other things of importance in their life.

So how do you furnish a micro condo. I 
have no clue, thank goodness for Pinterest 
— and this magazine — where you can find 
some amazing ideas that you could borrow 
from. Micro condos really are something to 
consider.

Until next time ...  CL
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